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Business Modeling 101 –
Using the Business Model Canvas to drive 
Capability Mapping

Columbus Brown II, MBA 
@cb1492





1. Define the term “Business Model”

2. Draw a Business Model Canvas (BMC), describe the 9 Building Blocks

3. Describe key connection between Business Models and capabilities





 Name of something tasty (Value)

 Ingredients (Resources)

 Measurements (Costs/Revenue)

 Directions (Activities)

 Tools needed to make (Partners)









1. The regard that something is held to deserve; the importance, worth, or 
usefulness of something.

2. A person's principles or standards of behavior; one's judgment of what 
is important in life.







A way to describe the rational of how an organization:

Creates Delivers Captures Value



A one page model that captures 9 key assumptions about the business

 Interactive
 Visual
 Scalable (napkin or whiteboard or work of art)
 Not a business plan – think agile vs. waterfall













 Architects help clients see opportunities they are swimming in

 Want to be the first call our customers make when they have a wicked problem

 Want to be known for encouraging innovation

 We want to provide our customers with repeatable ways to innovate

 Architects need ways to help customers

 Simply capture ideas in a standard but scalable format

 Visually communicate ideas in a way that builds shared understanding

 Quickly iterate, explore, and diagnose these ideas

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wicked_problem


Chief Engineer leaves Edison 

Illuminating company in 1896 after 

being encouraged by Thomas 

Edison to experiment with 

automobiles.  

Henry Ford

After selling his first video game at 

the age of 12 for $500, later uses his 

$165M fortune from selling Paypal to 

Ebay to create electric car co. Tesla 

and commercial space co. Space X.

Elon Musk

“While key industry changes seem to be driven by new products or technologies, 

industries are disrupted by new ways of creating and delivering value 

to customers, employees, and communities”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henry_ford
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elon_musk


 Our customers today are now under constant attack from disruptive technology,  

startups, and business model innovators

 Business Model Innovation enables us to help established firms*

 Tune up their current business model

 Determine if proposed ideas are a good cultural  “fit”

 Leverage existing capabilities

 Create new models for departments, products/services, or new business

*Source - https://www.innovationmanagement.se/2014/03/10/how-to-do-business-model-innovation-for-the-established-firm/





 Help understand typical business model for an industry

 Document their existing business model

 Develop a Brand New Product, Service, or Business

 Facilitate a session to develop corporate or departmental Strategy

 Elicit high level requirements for a New Product/Service when company silos 

prevent cross dept. collaboration

 Recommend a New Service/Product based on Cultural fit or required Revenue

 Design/Modify a New Service or Product based on customer feedback or insights





Business Canvas Session
Recommended Agenda  

1. Discuss Business Model Canvas 

Each team member should talk through their 

intent and vision using the Business Model 

canvas. 

2. Gain Consensus and A Clear Point 

of View 

Discuss which components of each of the 

proposed BMCs should be incorporated 

into the go-forward approach for building 

out your idea.

3. Get Familiar with the Environment

Think through key trends and industry, 

market and macro-economic forces 

that may or may not impact your 

idea’s value proposition.



Explore many Business Models
Complete the Business Model Canvas

How Should we Complete the Canvas?

1. You should complete four canvases for your idea – it’s okay to 

do multiple canvases per person

2. In a large setting draw the canvas ahead of time on self-stick 

easel pad paper and use post it notes to capture ideas from the 

group. Take a picture after the session for quick distribution of 

results. 

3. Another alternative is to capture live using a powerpoint

template, but this is less interactive

4. Work somewhat fast – rapid ideation and reworking of ideas are 

keys here

5. You may complete online using strategyzer.com

https://strategyzer.com/




How to Tackle the Business Model Canvas

2. Resource - Driven

4. Customer - Driven 5. Finance - Driven

1. Offer - Driven 3. Multiple Epicenter - Driven

These innovations are 
based on customer needs, 

facilitated access, or 
increases convenience. 

These innovations are 
driven by revenue streams, 

pricing mechanisms, or 
reduced cost structure. 

These innovations are 
driven by multiple 

epicenters.

These innovations create 
new value propositions

These innovations originate 
from an org’s existing 

infrastructure or 
partnerships.

*Start at the star 
and follow the 

arrow for a guided 
approach to the 

canvas



1. Business Models – Common language

2. The 9 Building Blocks of BMC

3. Key connection between Business Models, Operations, Marketing

4. Connecting Capability Frameworks





• Independent Software Evaluation

• Product Strategy Research
• Guided Implementation Resources

• Bus. Arch. Toolkit – Coming Q2 2017

• Career Coaching





Whitepapers

Determining the Right Business Architecture Tool for your Journey

Books

 Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, and 
Challengers by Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur

 Harvard Business Review on Rebuilding Your Business Model (Paperback Series)

Video

 Business Model Canvas Explained

http://www.bainstitute.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s


Business Model Canvas - Template

Key Partners Key Activities Value Proposition Customer 

Relationships

Customer Segments

Key Resources Channels

Cost Structure Revenue Streams

www.businessmodelgeneration.com


